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PRIVACY POLICY 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

All work is treated with the highest degree of confidentiality. The Company’s client-specific NDA is 

available upon request. Encryption of transcripts and documents sent by email can be arranged. 

However, the Company cannot guarantee the efficacy, security and/or privacy of using email for the 

conveyance of any transcript, correspondence or other communication and consequently does not 

accept liability for any loss or damage, whether direct or consequential, suffered by the Service User 

as a result of any non-delivery and/or breach of confidentiality or privacy resulting from such use. 

ACCOUNTABILITY 

We will be responsible for all personal data collected. All personal data collected will be used and 

processed fairly and lawfully while in our possession or custody. We ensure all our clients that we 

would be accountable for our organisation's compliance to our Privacy Policy and the Personal Data 

Protection Act (PDPA). 

CONTRACTORS 

Transcribers if needed are vetted by the Company’s Recruitment Department, required to provide 

and verify personal details, produce a valid form of identification, and sign agreements containing 

strict confidentiality clauses. A copy of the relevant clauses can be made available to a Service User 

on request. 

PRIVACY 

The Company will take reasonable steps to protect a Service User’s privacy. A Service User’s contact 

details are stored for invoicing purposes, and formatting information is stored for workflow 

purposes. On request by the Service User, this information will be deleted immediately. Special 

arrangements for longer or shorter periods can be made upon request. The Company does not make 

content known to anyone other than its transcribers, all of whom have signed contracts and 

confidentiality agreements with the Company. The Company does not store credit card information 

provided by Service Users and the Company will not sell or divulge a Service User’s contact details to 

outside entities for marketing or other purposes. 

The Company may, from time to time, communicate with the Service User, using the contact details 

provided, for the purposes of informing the Service User of any changes in the Company’s business 

operations or of any special price offers or other information which may be of interest to the Service 

User. The Service User may notify the Company at any time that it wishes to be excluded from such 

notifications. 

A Service User who makes use of the Company’s telephone recording services should be aware that 

these are provided by a third party Telephony Company for whose operations and policies the 

Company does not accept liability but which is regulated by official telecoms regulations. 

The Company may, at its sole discretion, provide additional guarantees at the request of a Service 

User. 
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This policy is subject to change without notice. 

INFORMATION PROVIDED 

from Your Use of Our Services By accessing our website, we may gather certain information about 

you such as your general location and IP address to provide relevant pricing and contact channels as 

well as for analytics. Your operating system, version, browser and browser version, and device type 

may also be collected. This information is not stored by us at any time. 

CONSENT 

We do not collect sensitive information from our clients. We assure all clients that all personal 

information collected would be used or disclosed only for the aforementioned purposes with 

consent. A ‘Personal Data Release Consent Form’ is used to obtain your consent. 

LIMITING COLLECTION 

Only the necessary personal data is collected from clients for the aforementioned purposes. Both 

the amount and the type of data collected shall be limited to that which is necessary to fulfill the 

purposes identified. 

DATA AT REST 

The safety and security of your data is as important to us as if it were our own. To that end, we have 

taken all measures we can to keep it from prying eyes and malicious parties. Your provided identity 

and billing data are securely stored within one of our secured cloud databases, access to which is 

restricted to only the least people necessary to provide the Services. All media (audio, video, 

transcripts, etc.) that we process in the course of providing you with our Services are stored on an 

encrypted partition on our cloud server, access to which is limited to only those persons necessary 

to perform maintenance on the server. 

DATA IN TRANSIT 

Please do note, however, that due to its nature email is not a particularly secure method of 

communication and we cannot be held liable for any leak of data resulting from the interception or 

forgery of email. 

RENTENTION AND DELETION  

Everything gathers dust, even our servers, so we like to give them a little dust every now and then to 

get rid of anything we no longer need. When it comes to your personal information, we only retain it 

as long as is necessary for us to provide you with our services. In terms of your contact and billing 

information, we retain this for up to seven (7) years as is necessary for tax and legal purposes, or as 

long as your account remains open with us, whichever is the longer. All media – including audio, 

video, and transcripts – are stored from date of completion or termination of a Specific Job before. 

Unless we receive a request from you for return of the data within 30 days of that completion or 

termination date. Payment information such as credit card numbers is never stored by us. In the 

event an account is created but no further processing occurs (i.e. no media is uploaded for 
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transcription or payment made), the account will be deemed specious and removed from our 

systems between 90 and 120 days after its date of creation. 

SHARING OF DATA 

We share your personal data with others in the specific circumstances described below. For External 

Processing We transfer personal data to: 

 1) service providers such as data hosts and payments processors who process it on our behalf, 

based on our instructions, and in compliance with this policy and any other appropriate 

confidentiality and security measures. These partners provide us with services globally, including for 

customer support, information technology, payments, marketing, analytics and data analysis. 

2) Sub-contracted transcribers, who are contractually bound by strict confidentiality and data 

protection clauses. In this regard see our Data Processing Addendum. It is important to note that 

while no account information is shared with our transcribers directly, some personal information 

may be contained within the media we process in the course of providing you with the Services. 

CONTACT 

If you have any concerns or questions about our policy or our use of your information, or if you are 

seeking to exercise any of your statutory rights, please contact us at Info@speac.co.  


